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To the RESTORATION CONFERENCE 
Through the Secretary General of the S.D.F 

Dear Comrades-in-Battle 

STRATEGY FOR RESTORATION OF POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

Following your telephone request for strategy to ensure effective and orderly 
transfer of power to the people, His Excellency and Ambazonian Head of State 
convoked an extraordinary session of the Tactical Committee which has set 
out strategy for your consideration as follows: 

NAME: 

Your conference is not a conference of opposition parties, but of 
RESTORATION PARTIES. Opposition parties oppose a legitimate government. 
But as the regime we want to bring down is illegal, unconstitutional and 
totally illegitimate, our parties are out to RESTORE LEGITIMATE, 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND A LEGAL REGIME IN PLACE OF THIS ILLEGITIMATE 
REGIME OF OUTLAWS AND BANDITS-SWINDLERS. 

In political parlance, this is a RESTORATION MOVEMENT to which 
each group adheres. The opposition parties tend to exclude persons who 
are in the regime or armed forces and civil servants and students, who are all 
yearning for the restoration. 

Here is the step by step mechanism! 

1) If you say you have the support of the masses, then it should be easy for 
you to get the masses to PICKET THE HOMES OF DEPUTIES AND PREVENT 
THEM FROM ATTENDING BIYA's SUICIDE-PARLIAMENT. 

The parliamentary session is suicide because Biya is asking them to come and 
give him power to cut short their mandates, and you go for new elections 
which, they are sure to use much money and still lose the elections, only 
because Biya wants to avoid a Constituent Assembly, which will oust him from 
power. 
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Instead of letting Biya sacrifice them, they should BOYCOTT 
YAOUNDE's SUICIDE-PARLIAMENT AND BECOME THE NUCLEUS OF 
THE PEOPLES CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY. 

2) The very day on which the BOYCOTT takes effect, that day makes the 
legal end of the Yaounde Regime and an automatic end to the present 
constitution. 

3) By putting an end to the present constitution, we automatically bring into 
force the respective constitutions of old, that is to say, the authentic 
constitution of La Republique du Cameroun of February 21, 1960 (Note that 
that of Ambazonia of October 1, 1960 has already come into effect 
following the Proclamation Formalizing the Ambazonian 
Independence, in 1990 at the United Nations) 

4) Please take note that once Ambazonia alone BOYCOTTS Yaounde 
Parliament, that is enough to legally annul the present constitution which is 
supposed to be for ruling the two countries as one (UNIE). SO we would 
advice that you concentrate on making the Ambazonians BOYCOTT totally 
effective, and that is all we need. 

5) The next step is to convene a Constituent Assembly for each country to act 
as the interim parliament. The present MPs and all such important 
personalities and leaders of public opinion are to constitute the Peoples 
Constituent Assembly. The Assembly elects a chairman who becomes 
the interim Speaker, and Convener of the Assembly names a person 
to become the interim Prime Minister, and then set up an interim 
government in line with the constitution of the respective country 

6) Naturally the convener of the Assembly will act as the interim head of that 
State. /**1 

7) In the case of Ambazonia, the Ambazonian Head of State is already 
known, but in the case of La Republique du Cameroon, there is no such 
visible leader outside Paul Biya. And so it has been agreed that the 
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Ambazonia Head of State would also be the one to convene the Constituent 
Assembly of la Republique du Cameroun. 

8) The interim administration of each state is to nominate persons to 
represent that state in the Confederal Commission which is to work out 
powers to be transferred to the Confederal Authorities. 

9) It follows from this that the Ambazonian head of State would in 
the interim act as the Head of the Confederation till procedure for 
electing one is agreed. Although Ambazonians are insisting their boys in 
the armed forces immediately constitute the Ambazonian forces of security, 
some arrangement could be made to enable the interim Confederal Head also 
be Interim Commander-in-Chief of the Confederal Armed forces. 

10) If this PEACEFUL AND ORDERLY STRATEGY is not followed, the 
transformation from this situation into the New Social Order could 
be chaotic and bloody and some foreign inspired coup could put an 
abrupt end to all that we have achieved so far. 

11) If the Restoration Conference adopts this strategy and a memorandum of 
this is faxed here, inviting His Royal Excellency to be physically present at 
home, arrangement would be made for him to hand the U.N. engagement 
over to someone else and fly home to you. 

Thank you and God be with you all! 

Prepared by the Ambazonia Tactical Committee, and approved by His 
Excellency 

Signed 
Fon Fongum Gorji-Dinka 
Head of State 


